The mediating effect of knowledge sharing between organisational culture and turnover intentions of professional nurses

Professional nurses routinely use highly developed domain knowledge in combination with experiential knowledge to deliver quality care. However, this knowledge is often lost to employers as the migration of professional nurses from the developing countries to the developed world has become a global problem. The objective of this study therefore was to determine the relationships between organisational culture, knowledge sharing and turnover intentions and thereafter to propose knowledge sharing as a mediating variable in this relationship in order to suggest a retention strategy. A cross-sectional field survey design with questionnaires was used on a sample of professional nurses (N = 550) in private and provincial hospitals in South Africa. The tri-variate procedure of Baron and Kenny for mediation testing was adopted. The results indicated that a positive correlation exists between organisational culture and knowledge sharing, but a significant negative correlation between organisational culture and turnover intentions, as well as between knowledge sharing and turnover intentions. Finally, the results indicated that knowledge sharing mediates the relationship between organisational culture and turnover intentions, although with a small effect size. The findings suggest that turnover intentions of nurses can be actively managed through contextual variables such as organisational culture and opportunities for knowledge sharing.

Introduction

South Africa’s well trained professional nurses are a sought-after resource in high-paying industrial countries; this exodus will have a catastrophic effect on the delivery of health care over the next decade (Brits 2003; Ramadikela 2003). A few factors make the retention of professional nurses almost uncontrollable for nursing employers in South Africa (Kockott 2003):

- financial constraints to compete with remuneration offerings from international competitors
- current exchange rates to earn foreign money
- tax-free salaries.

However, it is suggested in this article that individuals do not become committed to an organisation by virtue of financial incentives only. Rather, individuals enter an organisation with certain needs, desires and skills and expect to find a work environment in which they can utilise their abilities and satisfy many of their needs, such as sharing and enhancing their knowledge (Lum, Kervin, Clark, Reid & Sirola 1998). The importance of knowledge management in a contextual setting is essential to this argument.

It is reported, although not yet empirically determined, that organisational culture in hospitals can contribute towards lower turnover (Code 2001; Waldman, Smith & Hood 2003). It is also suggested in this article that knowledge sharing behaviour affects turnover intentions. There has been a growing acknowledgement that much organisational knowledge is tacit in nature, meaning it resides in the minds and experiences of people (Hislop 2003; Rowley 2003). Knowledge sharing occurs when an individual is willing to assist as well as learn from others in the development of new competencies (Rowley 2003). Very little research focused on knowledge sharing as a psychological need of people as well as the development of constructs to measure knowledge sharing and possible outcomes (Hislop 2003).

It is therefore postulated in this article that organisational culture will facilitate a positive attitude towards knowledge sharing and that the opportunities and challenges to fulfill the needs associated with knowledge sharing, will be so rewarding that people will be inclined to stay with the organisation. If this is true, employers will know which aspects of organisational culture predict lower intentions to quit and can embark on strategies around knowledge sharing activities to retain their talent.
A short literature overview of the three variables is discussed next. Special emphasis is placed on knowledge sharing as proposed mediating variable in this article and will therefore receive special attention in the theoretical overview and the development of a knowledge sharing construct.

Organisational culture

Organisational culture can be introduced as a set of values, beliefs and behaviour patterns that form the core identity of organisations and help in shaping the employees’ behaviour (Van der Post, de Coning & Smit 1997). The study of organisational culture can be approached by identifying certain dimensions that shape behaviour and eventually can be regarded as the culture of the organisation. The dimensions include the following:

- conflict resolution
- culture management
- customer orientation
- disposition towards change
- employee participation
- goal clarity
- human resource orientation
- identification with the organisation
- locus of authority
- management style
- organisational focus
- organisational integration
- performance orientation
- reward orientation
- task structure.

Turnover intentions

Turnover intentions are seen as a mental decision intervening between an individual’s attitude regarding a job and the stay or leave decision and that can be regarded as an immediate antecedent to stay or to leave (Fox & Fallon 2003). It has been successfully demonstrated in previous studies that behavioural intention to leave is consistently correlated with turnover and there is considerable support for the notion that intention to quit is probably the most important and immediate antecedent of turnover decisions (Fox & Fallon 2003).

Knowledge sharing

Hislop (2003), who reviewed a significant number of studies in knowledge management, reported that these studies have a limited empirical basis and the majority can typically be described as ‘exploratory studies’, which illustrates the lack of depth in contemporary understanding of how human and social factors affect knowledge management and sharing initiatives. To date, much of the research of knowledge sharing focused on economic benefits such as being competitive (Gupta, Lyer & Aronson 2000). Very little research focussed on knowledge sharing as a psychological need of people.

A common classification of organisational knowledge (Nonaka 1991) comprises explicit knowledge, which can be documented and shared and implicit or tacit knowledge, which resides in the minds, cultures and experiences within the organisation (Rowley 2003). Implicit or tacit knowledge includes the competence, experience and skills of employees. The management of tacit knowledge is primarily concerned with the management of the process of deriving value from knowledge. This is tightly coupled with processes such as training, learning, culture creation and knowledge sharing (Rowley 2003). Tacit knowledge is usually in the domain of subjective, cognitive and experiential learning. There has been a growing acknowledgement that much organisational knowledge is tacit in nature and for employers to benefit from their training and development programmes, there should be a willingness on the part of those workers who possess the necessary knowledge to share and communicate it (Hislop 2003).

In one of only a few quantitative empirical knowledge sharing studies reported in the literature, Ryu, Hee Ho and Han (2003) investigated knowledge sharing attitudes for physicians within hospitals. This study is of particular relevance as they operate in the same environment as professional nurses. Professional nurses routinely use highly developed domain knowledge in combination with experiential knowledge to deliver quality care. A limitation of this study was that it only measured physicians’ readiness to share knowledge and did not focus on other contextual factors such as organisational culture.

Research Design

Research approach

The research question will be investigated (tested) by making use of a field survey to obtain primary data. A survey can be described as a study that is usually quantitative in nature and which aims to provide a broad overview of a representative sample of a large population (Mouton 2001). The study can be described as ex-post facto research, meaning that a researcher does not have full control over the variables (as the problem already occurred), but at least medium control can be obtained through applying inferential statistics (De la Rey 1978; Mouton 2001). The study is correlational in nature as it tests for mediation. According to Smit (1995) the correlational design can be seen as the best controlled and precise non-experimental design. Individuals will form the target dimension. The population is literate and will therefore have the ability to complete the questionnaires.

The strengths of this design are that the potential exists to generalise to large populations if appropriate sampling design has been implemented; high measurement reliability if proper questionnaire construction was implemented and high construct validity if proper controls have been implemented (Mouton 2001). Researchers using this design should be careful of sampling error, questionnaire error, high refusal and non-response, data capturing error and
inappropriate selection of statistical techniques (Mouton 2001). These issues were addressed as will be discussed in the following sections.

Research sample

The target population can be described as registered professional nurses working in hospitals. Staff (or assistant) nurses were not included in the target population. Various important challenges and problems had to be addressed to determine the sampling frame and unit of analysis. According to figures by the South African Nursing Council (in 2004), there were approximately 93 000 registered professional nurses in South Africa (this figure must not be confused with the estimated 155 400 if staff nurses are also taken into consideration). Professional nurses are employed in different sectors (e.g. hospitals, municipalities, academic institutions and other industries); however, hospitals are the most important employers of professional nurses. It was therefore decided to only include professional hospital nurses.

The next step was to select which hospitals to include in the sampling frame. It was decided to include in the sampling frame five private hospitals and four provincial (government) hospitals in three different regions (provinces). The motivation for this was based on the assumption that different types of hospitals (private and government) in different regions and surroundings (urban and rural) will probably have different organisational cultures that will yield a sample with diverse characteristics.

The next step was to decide on the actual composition of the unit of analysis (more or less 1100 professional nurses work in the selected hospitals). Although the target population was determined to the set criteria as explained, it was decided to make use of a non-probability (convenience) census-based survey at each of the selected hospitals. A non-probability sample in this sense could be described as involving all respondents from a population (professional nurses) who were available to complete the questionnaire at a specific point in time (normally a two day period) in the hospital.

The respondents were not randomly selected, but all who met the criteria and were available were included. The limitations compared to systematic or stratified sampling methods are acknowledged. Their weakness can to some extent be mitigated by using knowledge, expertise and care in selecting samples, as was the case in this study. It seemed practically and ethically correct to utilise a convenience sample as employers were reluctant to allow time off to complete the questionnaires due to staff shortages and the complex shift system that determine working hours for registered professional nurses, as well as the research procedure to personally visit hospitals to ensure a high response rate of questionnaires.

The final sample consists of 530 respondents in the selected hospitals (more or less 50% of the population). This resulted in a sample with diverse characteristics regarding race, age, home language, number of dependents, level of seniority, qualifications, tenure in hospital and profession, working in different units and gender. The completion of the questionnaires was personally administered and anonymously handled.

Measuring instruments

Organisational culture: The Organisational Culture Survey (Van der Post et al. 1997) was applied in this study to measure organisational culture. This 97 item instrument measures fifteen dimensions of organisational culture (e.g. conflict resolution, culture management, customer orientation). The questionnaire was factor analysed according to a procedure suggested in order to determine the factor structure of the instrument. One of the advantages of this method is to minimise artefacts. This procedure includes first and second level factor analysis (Schepers 2004; Schepers 1992). The questionnaire yielded a Cronbach alpha of 0.989 indicating acceptable reliability.

Knowledge sharing: A literature study was conducted to compile a questionnaire as no suitable measure for knowledge sharing was found. Based on this conceptual model, a questionnaire consisting of 23 items was developed (see Annexure A). Each item has a 5-point intensity response scale anchored at extreme poles ranging from ‘to no extent’ or ‘disagree’ (low intensity) to ‘a large extent’ or ‘agree’ (high intensity). An example of a question is: ‘to what extent do you share knowledge in this organisation to get recognition?’

The questionnaire consists of six sections representing different domains of knowledge sharing, namely:

- why knowledge is shared in the organisation (e.g. to get recognition; 5 questions)
- opportunities for knowledge sharing (e.g. to attend training courses; 3 questions)
- the contribution of knowledge sharing to the organisation (e.g. competitiveness; 3 questions)
- why others readily share knowledge (e.g. that trust exists; 6 questions)
- why one would not readily share knowledge (e.g. career would be in danger; 3 questions)
- why others do not readily share knowledge (e.g. colleagues do not want to do likewise; 3 questions).

Next, a factor analysis was conducted on the knowledge sharing questionnaire. The purpose of a factor analysis is to cluster the items that measure a specific concept and to reject those that do not contribute in measuring the concept. The knowledge sharing questionnaire was factor analysed according to the procedure suggested by Schepers (2004) in order to determine the factor structure of the instrument. One of the advantages of this method is to minimise artefacts. This procedure includes first and second level factor analysis.

The first level factor analysis was based on the intercorrelation matrix of all items. The eigenvalues of the unreduced item intercorrelation matrix were calculated and it was suggested
that five factors be extracted based on the eigenvalues greater than unity (Kaiser, 1970). A Principal axis factoring yielded five factors explaining about 66% of the variance in the factor space. This result supported the theoretical foundation of the construction of the original questionnaire as factor 1 was described by items 18–23 (the two sections that determine reasons why nurses do not want to share knowledge). Factor 2 was described by items 12–17 (reasons why others share knowledge), whilst factor 3 (items 1–5) consists of the questions that measure reasons why one should share knowledge. Factor 4 (items 9–11) determined opinions to what outcomes knowledge sharing can contribute to (e.g. competitiveness), whilst factor 5 (items 6–8) determined opportunities for knowledge sharing.

For the second level factor analysis, the subscores of the five factors (referred to earlier) were intercorrelated. Again, eigenvalues were calculated and two factors were postulated. These two factors were extracted by means of principal axis factoring. Factor 1 explains about 44% and factor two about 20% of the variance in the factor space. Factor 1 consists of items 6–8 and 12–23. This factor can be renamed as ‘opportunities and pre-requisites to share and/or not to share’. Factor 2 consists of items 1–5 and 9–11 and can be renamed as ‘expected personal and organizational outcomes’. The result obtained from the iterative reliability analysis of the knowledge sharing questionnaire yielded a Cronbach alpha of 0.839 for factor one and 0.838 for factor two, indicating an acceptable reliability. No items were rejected in both the first and second level factor analysis.

Turnover intentions

Turnover intentions were measured by an unpublished 14 item questionnaire (Jacobs & Roodt 2004). The questionnaire was factor analysed and it yielded a Cronbach alpha of 0.839 indicating acceptable reliability.

Statistical analysis

The first objective was to determine the relationship between organisational culture, knowledge sharing and turnover intentions. This was tested by the Pearson product-moment correlation. The second objective was to test for mediation. Rather than only hypothesising a direct causal relationship between the independent variable and the dependent variable, a mediation model hypothesises that the independent variable causes the mediator variable, which in turn causes the dependent variable. The tri-variate approach for mediation testing of Baron and Kenny (1986) was applied to test for mediation. In general, a given variable may be said to function as a mediator to the extent that it accounts for the relation between the predictor and the criterion. To test for mediation one should estimate the following regression equations:

- regressing the mediator on the independent variable
- regressing the dependent variable on the independent variable
- regressing the dependent variable on both the independent variable and on the mediator.

Mediation holds if the combined regression of the independent variable (predictor) and mediator on the dependent variable (criterion) explain more variance than the predictor alone. Thereafter one should investigate the effect sizes of the partial Eta squared to provide an indication whether the mediation effect is small, medium or large. According to Baron and Kenny (1986), it is critical not only to examine the significance of the coefficients but also their absolute size.

Results

The Pearson moment coefficients indicated that a significant positive correlation exists between organisational culture and knowledge sharing ($r = 0.558; p < 0.01$), but a significant negative correlation between organisational culture and turnover intentions ($r = -0.521; p < 0.01$) and knowledge sharing and turnover intentions ($r = 0.418; p < 0.01$).

The first step in the mediation procedure is regressing the mediator (knowledge sharing) on the independent variable (organisational culture). Organisational culture explained 34% of the variance in knowledge sharing, thus supporting the first condition in the procedure to test mediation. The second step in testing for mediation is regressing the dependent variable (turnover intentions) on the independent variable (organisational culture). Organisational culture explained 27% of the variance in turnover intentions. The third step in testing for mediation is regressing the dependent variable on both the independent variable (organisational culture) and on the mediator (knowledge sharing). The independent variable (organisational culture) and mediator (knowledge sharing) explained almost 29% of the variance in turnover intentions. Since more variance is explained than by the independent variable alone (27%) mediation holds.

According to Baron and Kenny (1986), it is critical not only to examine the significance of the coefficients but also their absolute size. Mediation holds if the effect of the independent variable on the dependent variable is less in the third equation than in the second equation ($0.140 < 0.271$). Thus, knowledge sharing is a mediating variable albeit with a small effect size ($0.027$; Eta squared-rooted = 0.164). The following criteria were used to describe effect sizes:

- $< 0.1$ – no effect
- $0.1–0.3$ – small effect
- $0.3–0.5$ – medium effect
- $0.5$ – large effect.

Discussion

This study contributed to a greater understanding of the importance of knowledge sharing in hospitals and amongst professional nurses by conducting a first and second level factor analysis as well as the tri-variate approach of Baron and Kenny to test for mediation. Firstly, the second level factor analysis clearly yielded the factor ‘opportunities and pre-requisites to share and/or not to share’. This is
a clear indication that knowledge sharing is the result of how nurses perceive their environment; it clearly indicates a huge responsibility on employers. Secondly, the second factor ‘expected personal and organisational outcomes’, indicates that nurses will share knowledge if they perceive desirable outcomes of their efforts. Furthermore, the significant negative relationship between knowledge sharing and turnover intentions clearly indicated that managers can indeed plan strategies and interventions to provide professional nurses with opportunities to share, including training courses, workshops and sharing in informal settings.

Knowledge sharing mediates the relationship between organisational culture and turnover intentions, although with a small effect size. However, it is clear that employers must create an organisational culture that is conducive to the pre-requisites necessary to ensure a willingness to share. The positive correlation between organisational culture and knowledge sharing clearly indicated the importance of organisational culture as a pre-requisite to share knowledge. It is recommended that nursing employers not only create opportunities to share, but also the incentives to learn and to study. The study provides evidence that in an ‘electronic and computerised work environment’ (explicit knowledge), the human being’s ‘perception towards knowledge sharing and capacity to share’ (tacit knowledge) should not be neglected in order to understand knowledge management in its broader context.

Theoretically this study contributed to a better understanding of the importance of knowledge sharing behaviour in a contextual setting. It is recommended that knowledge sharing as theoretical and empirical concept needs further development and investigation, especially the development of knowledge sharing constructs should be a priority. The importance of knowledge sharing behaviour in a health related organisational setting clearly indicated the importance of organisational culture and knowledge sharing as theoretical and empirical concept needs further development and investigation, especially the development of knowledge sharing constructs should be a priority.

The importance of knowledge sharing as proposed in this study could be empirically tested in the health related environment for physicians, dentists, psychologists, medical rescue personnel, emergency services and laboratory technologists.
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Theoretically this study contributed to a better understanding of the importance of knowledge sharing behaviour in a contextual setting. It is recommended that knowledge sharing as theoretical and empirical concept needs further development and investigation, especially the development of knowledge sharing constructs should be a priority. The prerequisites (conditions) of knowledge sharing should also receive more attention. One possible line of thinking is to create experimental designs to measure direct cause-effect relationships of sharing behaviour and thereby control nuisance variables. It is furthermore suggested that if taken the consequences of the high turnover amongst nurses, more turnover models should be developed with different concepts such as organisational commitment, job satisfaction and organisational citizenship behaviours (OCB’s) entered into the equation. The nursing population outside hospitals can also be involved in developing these models. Lastly, the importance of knowledge sharing as proposed in this study could be empirically tested in the health related environment for physicians, dentists, psychologists, medical rescue personnel, emergency services and laboratory technologists.

Annexure A: Knowledge Sharing Questionnaire. The following questionnaire measures your perceptions about knowledge sharing in your organisation. You are requested to cross (x) or circle (o) the number of your choice which most accurately fits the extent to which you evaluate the organization in which you work. After you have read each question, please decide the degree to which your answer accurately describes your own situation and your feelings, using the following scale:

Example: To what extent do you share knowledge in this organisation …

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Answer: 1. to get recognition?</th>
<th>Lower</th>
<th>Higher</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To no extent</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To no extent | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | To a large extent |
Annexure A CONTINUES: Knowledge Sharing Questionnaire. The following questionnaire measures your perceptions about knowledge sharing in your organization. You are requested to cross (x) or circle (o) the number of your choice which most accurately fits the extent to which you evaluate the organization in which you work. After you have read each question, please decide the degree to which your answer accurately describes your own situation and your feelings, using the following scale:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Example: To what extent do you share knowledge in this organisation ...</th>
<th>Lower</th>
<th>Higher</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.1. to attend training courses?</td>
<td>Never</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2. to share your knowledge with colleagues?</td>
<td>Never</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.3. to attend informal gatherings where knowledge is shared?</td>
<td>Never</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.1. the success of this organisation?</td>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2. the competitiveness of this organisation?</td>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.3. the innovativeness of this organisation?</td>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. To what extent do you experience that others share knowledge due to the following reasons...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.1. trust that exists in the organisation?</td>
<td>To no extent</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.2. the likelihood that colleagues will do likewise?</td>
<td>To no extent</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.3. it is highly valued by management?</td>
<td>To no extent</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.4. the organisational culture facilitates a learning environment?</td>
<td>To no extent</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.5. people who share knowledge are regarded as experts?</td>
<td>To no extent</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.6. it contributes to positive performance appraisal?</td>
<td>To no extent</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. To what extent do you not readily share knowledge due to the following reasons ...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.1. you are afraid your career would be in danger if you make mistakes?</td>
<td>To no extent</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.2. others don’t want to do likewise?</td>
<td>To no extent</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.3. others don’t want to do likewise?</td>
<td>To no extent</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. To what extent do you experience that others do not readily share knowledge due to the following reasons ...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.1. they are afraid their careers would be in danger if they make mistakes?</td>
<td>To no extent</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.2. not enough trust exist in this organisation?</td>
<td>To no extent</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.3. colleagues don’t want to do likewise?</td>
<td>To no extent</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>